Leading power – a perspective for breakthroughs
Coaching, 1 day
This one-day coaching experience is for higher Senior Executives who want to immediately start increasing
their leadership impact in order to cope with current or future challenges and expectations and want to be
in control of their influence. Inner clarity, focus and access to the own human power and strength is
essential and will be created.
In one day, you will surprise yourself and be prepared to do things in a different way than you used to.
Who should attend?






If as an Executive or High Potential, you want to make a substantial step to capitalize on your full
potential as a leader.
If you feel your energies currently get lost and your forces are not being used effectively, and that
they should be realigned and refocused.
If you carry ideas and visions with you (personal as well as professional) which don ́t get enough
attention, and you don t́ have the calmness to work on them and hence are limited in unleashing
your potential.
If you feel inner dialogues, as well as confusing and limiting thoughts and convictions (beliefs), get
in the way of implementing bigger ambitions, intentions and plans.
If you wish for the inner peace and certainty that you need to give your best when leading.

Your benefits



You change your inner perspective (mentally and emotionally) and way of „seeing“ your leadership,
therefore your leadership focus and priorities change naturally.
You will do things differently because of this newly acquired clarity and you will have the will to
show who you really are and what you have to offer. There is sure to be a great improvement in
both professional and personal effectiveness.
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Objectives of the Workshop





You will gain clarity for your strategic intentions, goals and direction based on the current
leadership role.
You will find access to your inner forces as well as your unique individual strengths and talents for
personal and professional success and increase your leadership impact.
You will adopt an attitude and readiness to support your aspirations and intended results and
capitalize on your full potential as a human being
You will have an action plan and will be prepared for the next important steps and milestones.

You can also request several days together (2 to 5 days). This Executive Coaching day is also offered to
small groups of four.

Information and contact
Dr. Claude Heini
Leading Power
www.leadingpower.ch
 claude.heini@leadingpower.ch
 +41 79 894 54 35
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